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Inclusiveness and Passion

In the Staples Center, an exciting NBA game is being 
played. Players compete on the court for triumph with 
sweat sprinkling down their different complexions. Their 
fans, also coming from all over the world, gather here 
in the auditorium. They are from different countries, 
speaking different languages, but every one of them 
gets indulged in the passion of games.
In a famous college in Los Angeles, students from all 
corners of the world are debating with each other in 
great passion. They state adequate evidences in a 
firm tone, leaving the fully occupied hall listening in 
silence. Their confidence and devoted expressions 
are so attractive that the audiences are all longing for 
competing with them one day.
In the downtown of Los Angeles, street artists are 
performing. After appreciating an elegant violin 
performance, you will encounter an energetic street 

band. Many passers-by stop their paces to appreciate 
these beautiful songs and lively melodies and are never 
mean in giving cheers and applauses.
You will be naturally engaged in the charms of different 
blocks. Join the local Chinese to celebrate a Chinese 
traditional festival in China Town. Get dressed up in 
kimono to take a photo with elegant passers in Little 
Tokyo. Closely feel Korean pop culture and explore the 
trace of idols with stylish youngsters in Korea Town. You 
can also enjoy authentic Thai delicacies in Thai Town.

Prosperity and Art

As an entertainment center in the U.S.A., the greatly 
renowned Los Angeles is filled with various award 
ceremonies and galas throughout the year. Numerous 

to dress up and show up on red carpets, even making 
the spotlights less shiny.
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Behind such brilliant awards as Oscar, Grammy and Emmy, there is a 
grand prosperous culture and entertainment system providing supports. 
When entering into the world-largest film and television entertainment 

tree shades. There are also cafes for having afternoon tea, which are 

Nostalgia and Innovation

back to the last century, the Walk of Fame where over 2500 stars are 
embedded bearing the names of Hollywood's biggest celebrities, and 
the Getty and the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA) which 
hold the collections of many European and American artworks of the 
18th century. The most splendid essence of the past still remains here 
and will be more gorgeous and everlasting in the torrent of times.
The city, meanwhile, embraces advance and innovation. You may climb 

and use the professional telescope to look into the sky.

cars to modern advanced vehicles and closely observe the products of 
the most leading-edge automobile manufacturing technologies.
Arrive in the Broad to appreciate outstanding modern collections and to 
have an astonishing experience brought by surreal technologies.

Brilliance and Peace

Los Angeles is known as the City of Angels, for it boasts so many attractions 
that you cannot miss:
Eight best beaches for seeing the most beautiful sunset

Gorgeous urban night scenes and lively markets and shopping malls
Grand Central Market, a place of delicious food
Universal Studios, which is full of excitement and entertainment
Los Angeles, with numerous popular tourism destinations and attractions, 
ranks Top Three of Lonely Planet’s “Best in Travel 2017”!
Citizens in Los Angeles come from over 180 countries in the world, 
speaking more than 224 variances of language. The inclusiveness and 
passion for these people have created a life style unique to Los Angeles. 
It is a stage for you to make your own performance. 

the equal and wonderful life there!
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